AGENDA

1. Welcome & Working Group updates (co-chairs)

2. Review/Approval of meeting notes from August 20th 2015 (meeting 1)

3. Presentation: Climate Change: Water & Food Access, Security & Safety Issues for Hawaii and the Pacific (Dr. Laura Brewington East West Center Research Fellow; Program Manager for the Pacific Regional Integrated Sciences and Assessments (RISA) program)

4. Working Group Discussion and Q & A

5. Presentation: Climate Change and Health: Vector-borne infectious diseases in Hawaii & the Pacific (Dr. Tai Ho Chen, CDC USPHS Honolulu Quarantine Station)

6. Working Group Discussion and Q & A

7. Group Discussion of preliminary thoughts and recommendations relating to Sentinel Surveillance and Water & Food Access, Security & Safety

8. Wrap-Up; Next meeting focus (Oct. 15, 9:30am -12noon)

9. Meeting adjourned